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The SEO master
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,575
Thanks: 192
Thanked 1,028 Times in 199
Posts

 
Quote:

Originally Posted by Sooner 
Most Warrior marketers think that WSO stands for "Wealth Separation Opportunity" ... that is, an
opportunity to separate the consumer from their money. From what I've read in Adam's report, he is not of
this mindset.

He could have easily charged more money for this report, and still been accused of over delivering. 

If you are buying backlinks ... STOP IT ... RIGHT NOW! Get this report, and you'll understand where
they're coming from.

After reading the report, I sat down at my computer and took action. And, guess what? the PR 6 - PR 8 .edu
dofollow backlinks magically appeared before my eyes.
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I plugged them into a brand new site, and it was indexed the same day.

Thanks Adam!

Quote:

Originally Posted by williamspd 
This is a terrific WSO, and a total no-brainer at such a low price. If you buy backlinks packets, buy this
instead and turn yourself into a seller of backlink packets instead!

Nice job, and on the strength of this WSO I purchased some of your other stuff too.

Dear Warriors,

The report I'm about to share with you contains extremely valuable information.

Some of the pro backlink selling gurus wanted to ring my neck when I made this product first available some
time ago, no joke. But that hasn't stopped me from making this infamous report available to you yet again. 

Forget paying monthly, or even one-time fees for high page rank backlinks or backlink packets.

What I'm about to share with you will COMPLETELY ELIMINATE your search for high page rank, do-follow
backlinks FOREVER.

You will never buy a backlink packet again.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Joemlatham 
... This is the perfect little guide to get as many back links as you can....I am a happy customer for life!!!! 
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I'm not messing around here. By the end of the Ultimate Backlinks Report you will feel like you have near
super powers. 

Imagine the day when 500 more high quality backlinks doesn't even make you flinch... 

The systems and techniques in this short report will show you step-by-step how to uncover a virtually INFINITE
supply of constantly updated, high page rank, do-follow backlinks.

I'm talking some of the baddest of the bad (in a good way) backlinks that practically force websites up through
the search results like nobody's business.

This is The END-ALL 
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You see, for a while I was buying various backlink packages, (until I discovered this) including the well known
packets from Angela. 

I did it for a while and I have nothing bad to say, because these packets DID work.

I stumbled across something, something that changed my SEO business forever.

I found a virtually UNLIMITED source of all of the backlinks I could imagine...

This is an always updated, never stale 'GOLDMINE' of potential backlinks, page rank and traffic, that basically
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has officially forbidden me from even flinching over the idea of 1,000 backlinks. Piece of cake.

So many potential high page rank, do-follow backlinks I could never in a million years get a link from every one
of them.

My backlink problems were officially OVER.

I felt a weight lift off my shoulders, a burden GONE,
and a new goldmine unveiled!

You see, once you know 'the secret' behind how the Gurus get hundreds of thousands of backlinks, building
the links really ain't that bad. 
I'm sharing that secret with you today.

Within 5 minutes of reading my report, you will have already uncovered hundreds of thousands of
RELEVANT, HIGH PAGE RANK, DOFOLLOW links you can use to SKYROCKET your rankings.
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The possibilities are endless. 

Need 1,000 high page rank links to outrank your competition? 

Once you read this report, your problem is solved.
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Secure Product Download Delivered Via Email

Even if you buy a packet of 100 .edu or .gov links, it's not nearly as valuable as learning how to do that
yourself.
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If you have even the slightest problem finding free, relevant, high page rank, do-follow backlinks YOU
ABSOLUTELY NEED THIS REPORT.

What this is NOT

this is not a membership
this is not a monthly subscription
this is not a LIST OF BACKLINKS
this is not a service

What this IS

This is a strict and SIMPLE step-by-step system for tapping into an UNLIMITED supply of high page
rank, do-follow backlinks your site needs to get those page one rankings.

Within 5 minutes of reading what I have for you in this report you
will find enough link juice to push any website up in rankings,

EASILY.

Review from mastermind SEO expert Daniel Tan
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DO YOU WANT HOARDS OF TRAFFIC?

DO YOU WANT TO RAISE YOUR WEBSITE'S RANKINGS?

DO YOU WANT YOUR TRAFFIC AND BACKLINKS TO BE RELEVANT TARGETED?

DO YOU WANT TO NEVER HAVE TO BUY A SINGLE BACKLINK PACKET AGAIN?

Then YOU NEED 
THE ULTIMATE BACKLINKS REPORT
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Secure Product Download Delivered Via Email

You could literally within 1 hour from now, be sending someone you outsource to the biggest list of
backlinks they've ever seen.

You could also be selling massive backlink packets every month, for years to come.

Ever wanted to outsource backlink building?!?!

You could keep them busy for the rest of their lives, with what you'll learn in this report.

ABSOLUTELY NO FLUFF 
STRAIGHT TO THE GUTS REPORT

YOUR END-ALL SEARCH FOR QUALITY BACKLINKS IS ONLY
TWO CLICKS AWAY.
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Secure Product Download Delivered Via Email

Still aren't convinced about the POWER behind what's in this report? 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Russell Portwood 
Don't post much these days but had to after I grabbed this WSO. Took me a minute or two to get in the
grove but just got a SWEET link on a PR8 .gov site. Had to share. Thanks Adam.

MY 'HELP YOU SUCCEED' GUARANTEE
There is no money back guarantee on this course. I am offering something FAR more
valuable than a money-back guarantee if you're serious about taking action.

There are too many up and comers who see a 'money back guarantee' as a 'free stuff'
opportunity in this industry, unfortunately. This isn't the kind of customer I want, as an
individual who believes in providing value. But I still want to provide a rock solid sense of
security when you order from me. I have the perfect solution to this problem , everybody
wins!
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My Help You Succeed Guarantee

If you can't find boatloads of high page rank, do follow backlinks for your website using this
system or save time and money at any time within the next 60 days, I will take you by the hand
and HELP YOU MAKE IT HAPPEN.

I will provide you my Skype ID and my direct e-mail address, take you by the hand giving you
as much help and support as you need to make The Ultimate Backlinks Report work for you. 

MY SUPPORT IS TOP NOTCH! I VALUE MY CUSTOMERS!

PROOF.
Quote:

Originally Posted by Dumkist 
...
Also since I purchased the book I have emailed the publisher about 20 times with
questions..not because the book is confusing or anything but because I was not used
to reading new Information that was the real deal and not some rehashed
B.S...believe it or not most of the stuff you buy online is just a product that has been re
printed to look like a new and fresh Idea..we'll anyway when I emailed him..he replied
back and fast I will add..Now why is this a big deal to me ?..because like I said I have
purchased other products on the Internet and 9 times out of 10 you never hear back
from the person that sold it to you..but that is not the case here !

Dam Good Book & Dam Good Support Period !

Order with complete confidence knowing I have your back, and you have my support to
help you get where you want to be. 

This system WORKS.
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Download your copy of The Ultimate Backlinks Report 2.0

Secure Product Download Delivered Via Email

P.S - FOR SUPPORT: If you need help with the Ultimate Backlinks Report, guidance, support,
questions, any kind of problem accessing the product or anything else at all you can e-mail me
directly anytime at helloadamr@gmail.com (Can't go wrong with Gmail ).

CLICK HERE to Order Now. The Ultimate Backlinks Report is something you must-have if you don't know how to get
boatloads of the high quality backlinks your websites need.

  

 14th August 2014, 09:38 PM   #2

angrysquirrel
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2012
Posts: 8
Thanks: 1
Thanked 17 Times in 16 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

how much are the backlinks?
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Adam Roy
The SEO master
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,575
Thanks: 192
Thanked 1,028 Times in 199
Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Quote:

Originally Posted by angrysquirrel 
how much are the backlinks?

They're all free! 
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JhonnyAndrew
Super Affiliate
 

 
Join Date: 2014
Posts: 7
Thanks: 1
Thanked 2 Times in 2 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

What type of backlink can I find? how many pages PDF report on your products?

Thanks

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to
JhonnyAndrew For This
Useful Post:

Muhammad sakil
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atreyu1234
Banned
 
Join Date: 2014
Posts: 11
Thanks: 3
Thanked 23 Times in 18 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Was thinking of getting your nabs WSO - is this something you would need with them?

  

 15th August 2014, 04:30 AM   #6

tycoon828
Advanced Warrior
 
Join Date: 2008
Posts: 548
Thanks: 15
Thanked 62 Times in 55 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

I guess you just put together all those search term and search methods into your ebook?
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The SEO master
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,575
Thanks: 192
Thanked 1,028 Times in 199
Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Quote:

Originally Posted by JhonnyAndrew 
What type of backlink can I find? how many pages PDF report on your products?

Thanks

The main thing here is I show you how to zero in on HIGH PAGE RANK, DO FOLLOW backlinks. Nothing else! It's a
short report, probably 12 pages or so.

Quote:

Originally Posted by atreyu1234 
Was thinking of getting your nabs WSO - is this something you would need with them?
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NBAS is a great course all by itself, which covers backlinking as well. It doesn't cover the backlink strategies in this
report however both products compliment each other very well.

Quote:

Originally Posted by tycoon828 
I guess you just put together all those search term and search methods into your ebook?

It's deeper than that. It's not just about finding tons of potential backlinks, it's about finding tons of HIGH PAGE
RANK, DO FOLLOW backlinks quickly anytime you want, the good stuff.

  

 15th August 2014, 07:36 AM   #8

vnp007
Passionate Professor
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2009
Posts: 264
Thanks: 32
Thanked 98 Times in 91 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Are you giving any footprints for finding backlinks? 
Can this process of finding backlinks be automated with any software like GSA SER or Scrapebox?
Can these backlinks be applied to youtube videos? Hubpages? or Squidoo? for ranking them faster...?
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Adam Roy
The SEO master
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,575
Thanks: 192
Thanked 1,028 Times in 199

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Quote:

Originally Posted by vnp007 
Are you giving any footprints for finding backlinks? 
Can this process of finding backlinks be automated with any software like GSA SER or Scrapebox?
Can these backlinks be applied to youtube videos? Hubpages? or Squidoo? for ranking them faster...?

Yup all kinds of footprints are included. 

I'm not familiar with any of those software products so I can't really say with any certainty, but I would think so.
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Posts
You could certainly use these backlinks for ANYTHING. Websites, blogs, lenses, hubs, youtube videos, up to you
really. Backlinks are backlinks they are applied the same way regardless of what it is you're trying to rank.

  

 15th August 2014, 08:57 AM   #10

vnp007
Passionate Professor
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2009
Posts: 264
Thanks: 32
Thanked 98 Times in 91 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

I just got it delivered.....
I have to wait for a half an hour though.....

Last edited by vnp007; 15th August 2014 at 09:47 AM. Reason: just got the download link.....
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Adam Roy
The SEO master
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,575
Thanks: 192
Thanked 1,028 Times in 199
Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

I apologize for the delay vnp!

If you need any help with anything please don't hesitate to send me an e-mail, I always reply as soon as I can.

  

 16th August 2014, 04:38 PM   #12

accessted
Active Warrior

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*
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Active Warrior
 

 
Join Date: 2009
Posts: 82
Thanks: 2
Thanked 5 Times in 5 Posts

Once you figure out all these back links how easy is it to actually do the work. Do you have to write content and post
links or something different?
Will these back links be ok to use only for your site or do you still need to diversify your link building. 

Any tips in the book on hiring someone to out source?

Thanks
Also keeping an eye on your other offer

  

 16th August 2014, 04:46 PM   #13

Adam Roy
The SEO master
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,575
Thanks: 192
Thanked 1,028 Times in 199
Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Quote:

Originally Posted by accessted 
Once you figure out all these back links how easy is it to actually do the work. Do you have to write content
and post links or something different?
Will these back links be ok to use only for your site or do you still need to diversify your link building. 

Any tips in the book on hiring someone to out source?

Thanks
Also keeping an eye on your other offer

Hey accessted. This system is very easy, minimal labor required on your part.

As far as needing content, that really depends on what kind of links you're building with this system, there are
several methods outlined for aquiring various types of high page rank, do follow links for your site. Some of which
might require you to do a little typing, others that involve almost no effort at all.

There is a little bit in there about outsourcing but in all reality, outsourcing this would be as simple as giving this
report to your VA and let them build quality links for you all day long.
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 18th August 2014, 08:08 PM   #14

ColT83
WPThemeDetective.com
 
Join Date: 2014
Posts: 34
Thanks: 1
Thanked 4 Times in 4 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Can you provide me and everyone else just one site that you have ranked using your methods?

Its fair enough having feedback from people who have been given your report, but I disagree with them saying its a
good report unless they have actually tried it and ranked sites which from their feedback they haven't they are simply
telling everyone else to go hire a VA and follow what you have written, I find that a little off putting.

Proof of site rankings would be good. Thanks.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to ColT83
For This Useful Post:

Jill Kane
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Adam Roy
The SEO master
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,575
Thanks: 192
Thanked 1,028 Times in 199
Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Quote:

Originally Posted by ColT83 
Can you provide me and everyone else just one site that you have ranked using your methods?

Its fair enough having feedback from people who have been given your report, but I disagree with them
saying its a good report unless they have actually tried it and ranked sites which from their feedback they
haven't they are simply telling everyone else to go hire a VA and follow what you have written, I find that a
little off putting.

Proof of site rankings would be good. Thanks.

Hey Colt.

I as well as many others don't generally publicly provide URLs to their established and ranked sites, especially
established niche sites that are making money. That always has the potential to open up a whole new can of worms
for any marketer who decides to do that, especially on a public internet marketing forum.
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Plain and simple (and take this as advice if you will), that puts that income stream, that site and your network of
sites at risk.

The proof that the backlinking techniques I'm showing you in this report get results is in the screenshots, analytics
and organic traffic. I have been on top of learning, practicing and preaching quality SEO ever since I began back in
about 2009, these backlinks are super high quality and simply get results.

The reason everybody mentions outsourcing is because the sheer quantity and abundance of these backlink
opportunities is far greater than you could possibly obtain (or even try to obtain) manually. 

The possibilities are almost literally unlimited with the number of quality backlinks you could build to your site using
these techniques, that is why people would learn towards outsourcing the whole thing.

I hope that answers your questions. As always let me know if you need anything, I'm here to help!

  

 19th August 2014, 08:25 PM   #16

wsiebler
Advanced Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2005
Location: , , Australia.
Posts: 527
Blog Entries: 5
Thanks: 339
Thanked 56 Times in 55 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Wasn't there a previous version of this? Is this one an updated version?
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Adam Roy
The SEO master
War Room Member
 

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Quote:

Originally Posted by wsiebler 
Wasn't there a previous version of this? Is this one an updated version?
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Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,575
Thanks: 192
Thanked 1,028 Times in 199
Posts

Yes. 2.0 has been significantly updated in some areas and made current, mainly some of the various tools used
have changed and/or have been replaced.

If you purchased it (the original) already, you don't need to purchase just shoot me an e-mail (with your info if you
have it) and I'll send you the download link.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to Adam Roy
For This Useful Post:

wsiebler

 22nd August 2014, 02:40
AM   #18

missmystery
Don't stop, never give up
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 724
Thanks: 235
Thanked 90 Times in 86 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Is this any good if you're not already ranking for a keyword?
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Adam Roy
The SEO master
War Room Member
 

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Quote:

Originally Posted by missmystery 
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Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,575
Thanks: 192
Thanked 1,028 Times in 199
Posts

Originally Posted by missmystery 
Is this any good if you're not already ranking for a keyword?

Absolutely!
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DP3TRY2BLL
Dominique J. Pollard
 
Join Date: 2014
Location: Victorville, California
Posts: 0
Thanks: 0
Thanked 5 Times in 3 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Hello Mr. Adam Roy,

I am highly interested in purchasing this. I am actually thinking about doing so in a while. However, I just have one
question:

How well would you think this would do in highly competitive niches?

I would like to thank you ahead of time for your time.

Respectfully,
Dominique J. Pollard
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Adam Roy
The SEO master
War Room Member
 

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Quote:

Originally Posted by DP3TRY2BLL 
Hello Mr. Adam Roy,

I am highly interested in purchasing this. I am actually thinking about doing so in a while. However, I just
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Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,575
Thanks: 192
Thanked 1,028 Times in 199
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have one question:

How well would you think this would do in highly competitive niches?

I would like to thank you ahead of time for your time.

Respectfully,
Dominique J. Pollard

Hey Dominique.

I wouldn't say this should be used for any particular range of competition.

If you're going to very competitive, high rewarding keywords, certainly chances are you're going to have to do build
quite a bit of links.

Honestly there really is no limit to the number of high quality links you can get using this system. Yes it will take time
to build all the links (unless you outsource it), but all of the opportunities are there. 

If you need to source lots (thousands and thousands) of high pr, do-follow backlink opportunities, this will definitely
help you. That's what this report is all about 

I hope that answers your questions.

As always let me know if you need anything, I'm here to help!
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Enfusia
Senior Warrior Member
 

 

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Hi, 

1. What do you think about the unnatural link building penalties? Why is it that these won't be seen as unnatural
links?

2. Is what you're giving us the search query strings to Google to find them?
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Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,233
Thanks: 249
Thanked 893 Times in 513
Posts

3. How relevant can we get with these for our sites?
Super relevant?

Thanks, Patrick
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Adam Roy
The SEO master
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,575
Thanks: 192
Thanked 1,028 Times in 199
Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Quote:

Originally Posted by Enfusia 
Hi, 

1. What do you think about the unnatural link building penalties? Why is it that these won't be seen as
unnatural links?

2. Is what you're giving us the search query strings to Google to find them?

3. How relevant can we get with these for our sites?
Super relevant?

Thanks, Patrick

Hey Patrick. You shouldn't have anything to worry about in respects to that. Things like PBN's, mass link blasts,
article spinning, etc are not things that are discussed in this report. These are the types of backlink methods that
you should be concerned about.

There are queries included for sure (likely new ones), but the system goes deeper than that. The focus is large
quantities of HIGH PAGE RANK, DO-FOLLOW backlinks. High quality links.

This report definitely focuses on obtaining backlinks are very relevant, and you could certainly dig up lots of "super
relevant" backlinks depending on the niche you're in. Obviously if you get into extremely out of the box niches, like
breeding chickens for example, might be a little more limited in finding backlink opportunities you would qualify as
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"SUPER relevant", but there will still be no shortage of quality links to obtain.
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tycoon828
Advanced Warrior
 
Join Date: 2008
Posts: 548
Thanks: 15
Thanked 62 Times in 55 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

I have 2 questions.

1) Are the links that we can find from your method in content? Or none contextual?

2) How many different type links we can find through your method? ( blog comment, forum profile, etc..... ) For blog
comment, I found it's hard to find one that is not spammed. Usually I will find high PR blog that we can get auto
approved comment, but the page has 1000s of comment already.
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Adam Roy
The SEO master
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,575
Thanks: 192
Thanked 1,028 Times in 199
Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Quote:

Originally Posted by tycoon828 
I have 2 questions.

1) Are the links that we can find from your method in content? Or none contextual?

2) How many different type links we can find through your method? ( blog comment, forum profile, etc..... )
For blog comment, I found it's hard to find one that is not spammed. Usually I will find high PR blog that we
can get auto approved comment, but the page has 1000s of comment already.

What's happenin Tycoon!

You will find both types of links, contextual and non-contextual. There are all kinds of different link types (such as
microgroove sites, which you may not be aware of), as well as some quick advice so you may find your own, new,
unique link types.
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 25th August 2014, 04:41 AM   #26

tkg0909
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2012
Location: New Delhi
Posts: 14
Thanks: 3
Thanked 9 Times in 9 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

This is real good..

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to tkg0909
For This Useful Post:

Adam Roy
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manish100
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2014
Posts: 3
Thanks: 0
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

This is a 15 page PDF containing useful links to the free tools for backlinks. It also contains some secret backlinking
strategy. Not really so secret. The techniques described here is google searching for edu and gov sites. Average
ebook according to the price.
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The SEO master
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 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Quote:

Originally Posted by tkg0909 
This is real good..

Thanks tkg!
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Thanks: 192
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Quote:

Originally Posted by manish100 
This is a 15 page PDF containing useful links to the free tools for backlinks. It also contains some secret
backlinking strategy. Not really so secret. The techniques described here is google searching for edu and
gov sites. Average ebook according to the price.

You did not read the whole report, high page rank, do-follow .edu and .gov sites is only the first chapter! 
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BigMike56
Active Warrior
Registered Member
 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 52
Thanks: 0
Thanked 5 Times in 5 Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

I've got 9 days off from work coming up, and I would like to get into this heavy!

A couple of questions though:

1. How long does it take to get rankings in your expert opinion? (High, medium, and low competition)

2. Exactly how much content writing are we talking about?
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 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

Quote:

Originally Posted by BigMike56 
I've got 9 days off from work coming up, and I would like to get into this heavy!

A couple of questions though:

1. How long does it take to get rankings in your expert opinion? (High, medium, and low competition)

2. Exactly how much content writing are we talking about?
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Thanked 1,028 Times in 199
Posts

Hey Mike. Honestly both of those questions are way to broad, with too many variables to give you an accurate
answer.

I have seen sites rank within a week, and I have also had sites take much longer. It really depends. 

For example, there is a big difference in the length of time it will rank for a keyword like "how to build a chicken coop"
and "make money online"

The amount of content writing also entirely depends on what kind of quantity of quality backlinks you estimate your
website or page needs to climb up in rank, what type of backlinks you're going to build, and how many of each. 

Many backlink opportunities require no content writing, while others do. I would always tend to recommend making
the majority of your backlink building efforts content based, since contextual links are always the best links.

It really depends on your personal plan of attack and all the specifics of your situation, website, and competition.

No doubt though after going through the report you'll have no shortage of quality backlink opportunities. What you do
from there is entirely up to you and what you want to put in. You could stay busy for a very, very long time 
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PM   #31

Enfusia
Senior Warrior Member
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,233
Thanks: 249
Thanked 893 Times in 513
Posts

 Re: Rank Any Site On PAGE ONE In Google With EASY Backlink System *Incredible Reviews*

I just bought and honestly, it looks good. Just as I expected. 

Thank you, Patrick
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